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Hal Kennedy 

Woodstock, GA and Vero Beach, FL 

Hal was hired into the company by Walt Tripp in 1972, two years out of Lafayette College and 
eager to get to work.  Assignments over the years included a variety of projects in R&D, 
HELLFIRE electronics manager (sharing an office with Tom Goslin who was the system 
engineering manager), System Engineering Department manager and the Director of Strategic 
Planning.  Along the way Hal took a “year off” at MIT as a Sloan Fellow.  The Lockheed merger 
opened opportunities and Hal and his spouse Kathy moved to Corporate and Maryland in 
1996.  Hal served in a variety of corporate VP positions until retirement in 2003.  Corporate 
continues to retain Hal as a consultant – hence Hal’s comment: “I never really left.”    

 

Hal and Kathy now spend most of the year in Woodstock, GA, a suburb of Atlanta.  It’s a four 
hour drive to their daughter Lauren and two grandchildren in Charlotte, and a seven hour drive to 
their daughter Kelly, and Kathy’s mom in Longwood.  Kathy’s mom lives in a condo 
immediately above Ann Hartle!   Kelly teaches biology at Lake Mary HS.  “It was weird going 
into the teachers lounge for the first time and there were all my old teachers.”  Welcome back 
Kotter! 

 

Hal and Kathy have a condo on the Indian River on Hutchinson Island at Vero Beach, and spend 
the winters there kayaking, power and sail boating (on friends’ boats so far), arranging “the next 
trip,” hanging out with MM retirees and enjoying the sunshine.  Frequent Vero and Ft. Pierce 
get-togethers include Ron and Ann Clark, Terry and Susanne Carsten, Joel Strickland, Vic 
Schilling and many others who make it two hours south of Orlando from time to 
time.  Sightseeing the last few years has included Alaska, Ireland, most of Eastern Europe, 
Panama and Costa Rica, a grand tour of the Mediterranean and two trips through Italy.  Italy 
remains on the “must go back” list.  The next trip will probably be to the Galapagos Islands.   

 

Hal enjoys his lifelong pursuit of amateur radio, and has operated from a variety of countries as 
well as maintaining a station at the home in GA.  Writing for and editing ham related magazines 
fill some summer time along with consulting and board positions.  Kathy volunteers with a 
hippo-therapy program for children with autism and MS.  For the past two years Hal has had a 
“spare time” (what’s that?) project to construct a 1910 ham rotary spark gap transmitter – built 
completely with authentic period components or new ones hand made from period materials to 
original specs.  About 500 hours have gone into it so far – it’s half complete! 

 



“I am one of those people who has no idea how I ever had the time to work, or maybe its more 
like never being able to figure out how to stop working” commented Hal recently.  “There is 
more than a lifetime’s worth of friendships yet to enjoy and things left to see and do.  We look 
forward to seeing our old MM friends in Vero or Atlanta.”    

 


